POS Touch 15 II

The touch screen system with style
5-YEAR GUARANTEE
Vectron offers a 5-year manufacturer’s guarantee on the hardware
for the POS Touch 15 II.
CONVENIENT
Powerful software, an intuitive user interface including swipe
controls and individual programming ensure quick, convenient
work processes.
COMPLETE SOLUTION
Numerous interfaces for accessories such as scanners, card
terminals, dispensing systems, etc. enable tailor-made complete
solutions.

Your benefits
A Brilliant displays
Scratch-resistant, wear-free
glass touch screen with LED
backlight
A Simple operation
Freely configurable & modern
user interface with swipe
controls
A Expandable
Extensive options for the
connection of back office
programs
A Secure
Perfect protection against
viruses and manipulation
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POS Touch 15 II
FUTURE-PROOF DESIGN

BRIEF & CONCISE OVERVIEW

High-quality materials and a lack of fragile components such as
fans make the hardware extremely robust and durable. Software
updates are offered in the event of legislative changes such as
new fiscal requirements.

A 38.1 cm/ 15“ screen

DATA SECURITY
In the event of a power failure, the POS system will shut down
without any loss of data. In addition, the data can be backed up
at frequent intervals onto a USB stick.
OUTSTANDING SERVICE
Vectron products are sold via a dense network of specialist trade
partners. This guarantees the provision of expert advice, individual solutions and reliable 24/7 service provision* on-site or via
our hotline. Remote maintenance options round off the range of
services.
SMART MYVECTRON SERVICES
The optional myVectron Services enhance the Vectron POS
systems to include reservation and customer loyalty functions,
e.g. payment and gift cards, digital stamps and innovative bonus
systems. By fully integrating these services into the POS system,
it is possible to create your own individual campaigns with a
minimum amount of work in a secure manner. Real-time reporting is also possible with myVectron.

A TFT LCD display
A Projected capacitive touch
screen
A Operator lock
A Mixed network of stationary
and mobile POS systems
possible
A Central data management
(also across branches) via
Vectron Commander
A Optional: Customer displays
You can find further details
in the technical data sheets
on www.vectron-systems.com.
Cheaper versions are available
with the light models.
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